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Abstract 
The attitude control system of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is a multi-input multi-output, strongly coupled, 
nonlinear and uncertain system. This study proposes a new attitude control approach for an UAV using the variable 
structure control theory, with a particular focus on the parameter uncertainty and external disturbance. Firstly, the 
mathematical model of UAV’s attitude motion is derived from the Newton-Euler formulation, including the 
kinematics and dynamics equations. Then, the attitude controller is designed by use of double loop scheme, the outer 
loop and the inner loop, which both track the command attitude angles and angular velocities. And a fuzzy system is 
used to solve the chattering problem. Finally, simulation results demonstrate that the proposed controller 
accomplished attitude tacking precisely in spite of parameter uncertainty and external disturbance. 
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1. Introduction 
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is defined as a powered aerial vehicle that does not carry a human 
operator, can fly autonomously or be piloted remotely, and can be expendable or recoverable [1]. 
Recently, there is a large interest worldwide in the development of UAV for a number of civil and 
military missions, such as surveillance, disaster assistance, telecommunication, scientific exploration, and 
so on. As UAV becomes research emphasis in aeronautic field, there is an increasing need for robust and 
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automatic flight control systems. The attitude control system is a subsystem of the flight control system 
and is the most important contributor to its stable flight. In practical situations, while UAV operates, 
several disturbances are always present. These make the design of its attitude control system difficult. A 
number of control approaches have been presented in the literatures. Okan A.et al. [2] presented a linear 
quadratic regulator (LQR) control approach for a new tilt-duct UAV, and discussed the main features of 
the flight control system designed. Czyba R. [3] developed the controller for attitude stabilization and 
robust regulation of an indoor UAV, and experiment results confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed 
controller. Zhou Y. R. et al. [4] presented a robust attitude controller for spacecraft using H control 
method and linear matrix inequalities toolbox. Shin J. H. et al. [5] proposed an attitude tracking controller 
for an UAV using the linear dynamic model inversion method. The asymptotic tracking of the attitude 
states was proven with the Lyapunov stability analysis, and simulation results demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the proposed controller. 
Sliding mode control (SMC) has been suggested as a powerful approach for control systems with 
nonlinearities, uncertain dynamics and bounded input disturbances. The most distinguished feature of 
SMC is its ability to provide fast error convergence and strong robustness for control systems in the sense 
that the closed loop systems are completely insensitive to nonlinearities, uncertain dynamics, and 
bounded input disturbances in the sliding mode [6]. This paper proposes a new attitude control approach 
for an UAV based on the sliding mode control theory. The control system utilizes double loop scheme to 
track both the command attitude angles and angular velocities. Numerical simulation is performed to 
validate the effectiveness of the proposed controller. 
 
Nomenclature 
 
F            external forces 
H           angular momentum 
I             inertia matrix 
I'          inertial uncertainty 
1 2,K K     gain matrix 
m            mass of the UAV 
P            position vector  
R            transforming matrix 
V            linear velocity vector 
ȍ           Euler angles 
Ȧ           angular velocity vector 
Ĳ            external torques 
Ĳd           external disturbances 
'            range of the boundary layer 
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2. Modeling for an UAV’s attitude motion 
2.1. Reference frames and motion parameters 
When analyzing the motion of an UAV in six-degrees-of-freedom (6 DOF), it is convenient to define 
two reference frames, the earth-fixed reference frame (frame E) and the body-fixed frame (frame B), as 
shown in Fig. 1. In order to describe the motion of an UAV in 6 DOF, six independent coordinates 
representing position and attitude are necessary. The kinematics can be described by its position, 
orientation, linear and angular velocity over time. The position vector is given by [ , , ]P Tx y z in frame E, 
with x pointing to true north, y pointing east, and z pointing downwards. Velocities are described in frame 
B with linear velocity [ , , ]V Tu v w , where u  is the longitudinal velocity, v is the lateral velocity and 
w is the vertical velocity. The attitude is described by Euler angles [ , , ]ȍ TT \ I , with pitch angleT , yaw 
angle\ and roll angleI . The angular velocity is given by [ , , ]Ȧ Tp q r , where p , q  and r  is the roll, 
pitch and yaw angular velocity, respectively.  
 
Fig.1 Reference frames and motion parameters of an UAV 
2.2. Equations of attitude motion 
The dynamics equations of an UAV can be derived from Newton-Euler formulation, which can be 
expressed by two vector equations in frame E as follow  
( )VF
E
d m
dt
                                                                            (1) 
HĲ
E
d
dt
                                                                              (2) 
According to the vector differential principle [7], the time rate of change of H in frame B can be 
written as 
HĲ Ȧ H
B
d
dt
  u                                                                     (3) 
In frame B, we can express the angular momentumH as 
H IȦ=                                                                             (4) 
Substituting eq. (4) into eq. (3), we obtain the following dynamics equations for attitude motion in 
frame B 
( )IȦ Ȧ IȦ Ĳ+ u                                                                     (5) 
The kinematics equations of an UAV’s attitude motion can be expressed as following  
 =ȍ RȦ                                                                           (6) 
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where R is the transforming matrix from the angular velocity to the Euler angular rate 
1 tan sin tan cos
0 cos sin
0 sec sin sec cos
=
T I T I
I I
T I T I
ª º
« »« »
« »¬ ¼
R                                                       (7) 
From eq. (5) and eq. (6), with the consideration of parameter uncertainty and external disturbance, the 
mathematical model of an UAV’s attitude motion can be expressed as follows 
( ) ( )I I Ȧ Ȧ I I Ȧ Ĳ Ĳ
ȍ RȦ
d+ + +
=
+u­ '   '°
®
°¯

                                                (8) 
where, Ȧu  is the skew symmetric matrix of angular velocity vectorȦ , define as 
0
0
0
Ȧ
r q
= r p
q p
u
ª º
« »« »
« »¬ ¼
                                                                (9) 
3. Control approach for attitude motion 
3.1. Control strategy 
The control problem is to design the control input Ĳc , making the attitude motion track the command 
attitude angles effectively and precisely in the presence of parameter uncertainty and external disturbance. 
It is assumed that the desired attitude is [ , , ]ȍ Tc c c c= T \ I , and the system output [ , , ]ȍ
T= T \ I is required 
to follow the desired attitude under the control Ĳc , i. e. lim 0ȍ ȍctof   . 
The controller proposed utilizes double loop sliding mode scheme, and it includes two steps [8]: first, 
the outer loop controller considers the command angular velocityȦc as virtual control input and tracks the 
command attitude asymptotically; second, design the inner loop controller to track the command angular 
velocityȦc , i.e. lim 0ct Z Zof   . Fig. 2 depicts the block diagram of attitude control system. 
 
Fig.2 The attitude control system block diagram 
3.2. Controller design 
In general, sliding mode controller design is divided into two steps. The first step is to define the 
sliding surface. The second step is to determine a reaching law such that the system will get to and 
maintain on the intersection of the sliding surface [9]. 
(1) Outer loop sliding mode control  
Letȍc denote the command attitude andȍ denote the system output. Then, the output error can be 
defined as 
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ȍ ȍ ȍe c                                                                     (10) 
For the attitude tracking problem, we define the outer loop sliding surface as following 
1 1 0
s ȍ K ȍ
t
e edt  ³                                                               (11) 
where, ^ `1 11 12 13diag , ,K k k k represents the gain matrix. 
We can consider the command angular velocityȦc as the virtual control input for angular velocityȦ . 
The command angular velocityȦc can be written as 
1 1
1 1 1( )( ) ( ) sign( )Ȧ R ȍ ȍ K ȍ R ȍ sc c e O
                                         (12) 
where, 1 0O ! and 1sign( )s represents the sign function. 
(2) Inner loop sliding mode control 
LetȦc denote the command angular velocity andȦ denote the real angular velocity. Then, the angular 
velocity error be defined as 
Ȧ Ȧ Ȧe c                                                                    (13) 
Select the inner loop sliding surface as follow 
2 2 0
s Ȧ K Ȧ
t
e edt  ³                                                             (14) 
where, ^ `2 21 22 23diag , ,K k k k represents the gain matrix. 
We can design the control law as follow [8] 
2 2 2 2sign( )Ĳ IȦ IK Ȧ Ȧ IȦ s sc e= H O
u                                           (15) 
where, 0H ! , 0O ! . 
(3) Fuzzy system 
The reaching law sign( )sO is adopted to design the sliding mode controller. However, when 0s o , the 
term sign( )sO is not reaching to zero. The system state generates chattering because of switching the 
sliding surface repeatedly, and the chattering intensity is determined by the scaling factorO . Aiming to 
eliminate the chattering affects, a fuzzy system is adopted to deal with the chattering problem. 
Selected s and s as the fuzzy control inputs, and letO be the fuzzy control output. Therefore, the scaling 
factorO can be adjusted adaptively according to the change of s and s through the fuzzy rules [10]. 
The fuzzy sets of input and output variables are both defined as^ `, , , ,NB NS ZO PS PB . Where, NB is 
negative big, NS is negative small, ZO is zero, PS is positive small, and PB is positive big. The 
corresponding membership functions of these fuzzy sets labels are depicted in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3 Membership functions for input s and s  
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Suppose the fuzzy system in this paper is constructed from the following IF-THEN rules [11] 
( )jR : IF s is jsF and s is
j
sF THENO is
jB  
where jsF is the set of s ,
j
sF is the set of s , and
jB is the output of the j-th fuzzy rule. 
When the state trajectories deviate from the sliding surface, if s is large the scaling factor should be 
increased to reduce chattering. When the state trajectories approach the sliding surface, if s is large the 
scaling factor should be decreased to reduce chattering.  
The outputO is obtained by the center-of-area defuzzi¿er [12]  
1
1
( )
( )
m
j j
j
m
j
j
B B
B
P
O
P
 
 
 
¦
¦
<
                                                              (16) 
where ( )jBP is the membership function of jB . 
Then, we obtain the fuzzy sliding mode controller by use of this fuzzy system. The scaling factor O can 
be adjusted by using the fuzzy rules, which eliminates chattering effectively. 
4. Simulation Results 
In this section, we shall demonstrate that the proposed controller is applicable to the attitude control 
system. The control system was simulated by means of Runge-Kutta method with variable step length 
using MATLAB. The main parameters of the UAV are shown as follows. The inertial parameters 
are 2146.7 kgmxI  ,
2412.5kgmyI  , 
2478.2kgmzI  , 
237.6kgmxzI  and 
20 kgmxy yzI = I  . In order 
to prove the robustness of the proposed control system, suppose that the inertia parameters have 5% 
uncertainties, i.e. [0.05 ,0.05 ,0.05 ,0.05 ]I Tx y z xzI I I I'  , and the external disturbance of the system 
is [0.1sin 0.1cos 0.1sin 2 ]Ĳ Td t t t . 
The command attitude motion is [ ] [cos cos cos ]ȍ T Tc c c c t t tT \ I  , the initial values of the 
attitude angles and angular velocities are defined as zero at the initial time 0t s . Simulation results of 
attitude tracking control are shown in Fig. 4-6. 
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Fig.4. Responses of attitude tracking control 
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Fig.5. Command attitude angular velocities  
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Fig.6. Control input of pitching, yawing and rolling torques 
As is shown in Fig.4ˈthe command attitude angles is displayed by dashed lines, while the system 
output is displayed by solid lines. It is seen that the proposed control system can track the command 
attitude with high precision and is robust to parameter uncertainty and external disturbance. As shown in 
Fig.5, the outer loop generates the command angular velocities and provides the virtual tracking object for 
the inner loop. Fig. 6 represents the control input of attitude tracking system, including pitching, yawing 
and rolling torques. From Fig.6, it can be seen that the fuzzy sliding mode controller eliminates the 
chattering effetely. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, a variable structure control approach for an UAV’s attitude motion is proposed, with the 
consideration of inertial parameter uncertainty and external disturbance. The attitude tracking system 
consists of double loops, the outer loop is designed to track the command attitude angles and the inner 
loop is designed to track the desired attitude angular velocities. The controller is developed by use of 
fuzzy sliding mode control method, which eliminates the chattering effectively. Simulation results 
demonstrate that the proposed controller can track the command attitude angles precisely in spite of 
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parameter uncertainty and external disturbance in the system, and provides an effective approach to the 
design of UAV’s control system. 
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